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Marilyn Horne to Perform at LU
Metropolitan Opera super- 
star Marilyn Horne, one of the 
most gifted mezzo-sopranos of the 
20th century, will make her 
Lawrence University debut in a 
benefit recital Sunday, Jan. 23, 
1994 a t 7:30 pm in the Lawrence 
Memorial Chapel. Proceeds from 
the concert will provide scholar­
ships for talented and deserving 
students from the Fox Valley who 
w ish to study  the  a r ts  a t  
Lawrence. The performance, 
Horne’s only Wisconsin appear­
ance this season, will include her 
long-time accompanist M artin 
Katz.
Tickets for the benefit re­
cital are $70 and $50 for adults, 
and $25 and $15 for Lawrence 
University students. Fifty per­
cent of the adult ticket price is tax 
deductible.
Horne’s performances in
opera houses and recital halls 
throughout the world continue to 
receive critical acclaim. New York 
Times music critic Harold C. 
Schoenberg calls her one of the 
“all-time, all star singers in the 
Metropolitan Opera’s 100 years.” 
Her distinctive and beautiful voice 
is uniquely suited for the demand­
ing operatic roles of Rossini, which 
brought her to prominence in the 
1960s. Acknowledged as the driv­
ing force behind the revival of 
Rossini’s music, Horne led the 
composer’s bicentennial birthday 
celebration last year with trium ­
phant performances during the 
nationally-televised Rossini Gala 
a t New York City’s Lincoln Cen­
ter.
A th ree -tim e  G ram m y 
award-winner, Home’s popular­
ity extends far beyond the world 
of classics. She has appeared 14
times on NBC’s “Tonight Show,” 
and her interview with Mike
Continued to Page 3
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K w an zaa  C e lebration  a  Success
by Cathy Schmidt
News Editor
History, food, culture, fun 
and entertainment were all found 
at the Kwanzaa celebration in 
Lawrence’s Colman Hall dining 
room on Saturday, January 8. 
Kwanzaa began in 1966 as a cel­
ebration of African heritage for 
African-Americans. It takes place 
from December 26 to January 1, 
and highlightsNgwzoSaba, seven 
principles to follow for a more 
enriching life: Um oja (unity), 
K u jich ag u lia  (self-determina­
tion), U jim a (collective work and 
responsibility), U jam m a (coop­
erative economics), Nia (purpose), 
K uum ba (creativity), and Im an i 
(faith). The principles are repre­
sented by seven candles, three 
red, three green, and one black, 
which are lit during the nightly 
Kwanzaa ceremonies.
Lawrence students, faculty, 
staff, and also a number of people 
from both Appl eton and surround­
ing communities filled Colman 
dining hall to enjoy the festivi­
ties. Guests were welcomed by a 
traditional Ghanan greeting song 
performed by the Lawrence per­
cussion group Sambi s tas (di rected 
by Dane Richeson), and a Ghanan 
dance performed by Lawrence 
s tu d en ts  N ana B affour and 
Mamud Asante-Kissi. Christo­
p h e r N w abeke, D ean of 
Multicultural Affairs, spoke on 
the  historical background of 
Kwanzaa, and then led a candle 
lighting ceremony in which six 
Lawrence students participated. 
Chiza Vitta, Tracy Donald, Dinah 
Ashford, Daniell Ashford, E rnst 
Cajuste, and Suzanne Griffith 
each explained the significance of 
a Kwanzaa principle and lit one 
of the candles.
Following the ceremonies 
was an African-American meal 
prepared by LU students. It in­
cluded dishes such as Kwanzaa 
Chicken, Fried Green Tomatoes, 
Spicy P ean u t Soup, C ollard  
Greens, Black-Eyed Peas, and
Sweet Potato Pie.
After the m eal, Angela 
Muvumba told stories and Esi 
A sare, Akua Frim pong, and 
Catherine Lephoto performed an 
African dance. Then, the audi­
ence was entertained by Malife 
Nkruhmah, an African Griot(Sto- 
ryteller). In a very open and 
excited m anner, N kruhm ah  
brought “voices of the ancestors” 
to tell the audience traditional 
African stories. The evening con­
cluded with a closing statem ent 
by Nwabeke.
Kwanzaa was sponsoredby 
a grant from the Multicultural 
Office, the Multicultural Commit­
tee, and the Black Organization 
ofStudents. Shantel Henley, who 
organized the celebration with 
Keisha Ector, commented that, 
“Everyone I talked to enjoyed the 
food, and everyone enjoyed the 
performance.. .  I’m really happy 
it was a success!”
chatgbY Jgremy Cobble 
Paul Goldberger, Pulitzer Prize-winning architecture critic, 
speaks at the Memorial Chapel on Thursday, January 13 on 
the topic of "Architecture as a Reflection of Public Policy and 
Social Responsibility." _____
This Weekend Nothing is as Important as Trivia!!!!!
bv Rachel Baus
Features Editor
The answer to this year’s 
garruda is...
Starting at 10 pm on Jan u ­
ary 21, the Lawrence Trivia Mas­
ters take control of 91.1 WLFM 
for 50 hours of trivia questions, 
trivial music, and whatever en­
tertaining radio skits they care 
to play for you. As an added 
bonus, teams will be able to hear 
more antics of "Toby and Gongor" 
during "Death and Destruction" 
time (that's Sat. 3 am-5 am; don't 
fall asleep!).
The 28th annual (or 29th 
contest for all you trivia buffs out 
there!) Midwest Trivia Contest,
is brought to Lawrence Land 
through the efforts of Grand Mas­
ters Jeremy Satchell and Dale 
Weiman along with fellow Mas­
ters Rachel Baus, Jason Dunning, 
Jan e t Glasser, Rob Kartholl, Pete 
M artens, Steve Parsonage, Kent 
Paulsen, and Todd Wilkinson. 
They have painstakingly  re ­
searched challenging questions 
and have prepared a variety to 
in terest both and Lawrentians 
and those off-campus teams who 
are playing along at home.
The M asters are hoping 
th a t a Facualty Team will be 
among this years competitors. 
With their vast store of knowl­
edge, faculty members could make
Last year's
Garruda 
Answer: 
The 
Heir of 
Redcliffe
a formidable, if not unbeatable, 
team. They will have to get orga­
nized quickly though because 
many key (i.e. generous) sponsers 
have been taken.
The answer to this year's 
garruda is...
Tractors. Faberge eggs, 
Wisconsin. Death and Destruc­
tion. These are some of the 
catagories that have been used 
in previous years.
Why do people try so hard 
to stay awake for a 50-hour trivia 
contest? What keeps them go­
ing? Is it the valuable cash and 
prizes? Is it the Trivia Masters' 
really cool tee-shirts? Why to 
teams have such fun jamming 
the phone lines? Why do three
times as many off-campus teams 
play than on-campus teams? Has 
there ever been a staff team? Why 
is there never a faculty team? 
When else do sponsers offer to 
feed a dorm full of college stu­
dents for an entire weekend?
Trivia Weekend: No liberal 
arts education is complete with­
out one!
Teams may register from 
7:30p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Friday 
January  21. Call the WLFM stu ­
dio (x 6566) to play. Ay questions 
about the contest should be di­
rected to Grand Masters Jeremy 
Satchell (x7859) or Dale Weiman 
(x7777).
The answer to this year's 
garruda question is...
Marilyn Home, to perform Sunday, January 23
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Dear Editor:
It is 6:15 on the 1st of De­
cember. I have just returned from 
Downer and I am earnestly try ­
ing to calm myself down. I have 
to admit that I am deeply dis­
gusted and offended.
Until tonight, I respected 
Lawrentians for Life. I am pro- 
choice, but I respect their right to 
stand up for what they believe in. 
Unfortunately, they lost this re­
spect by showing such a sensa­
tionalists video. Sure it’s going 
to attract attention, but it’s not 
about to change anyone’s mind. 
It isn’t as if any Lawrence stu ­
dent is going to walk into Downer, 
see pictures of aborted fetuses, 
and say, “My god, I never knew 
that abortion meant killing fe­
tuses." At least I hope no one on 
this campus is that ignorant of 
such a high profile controversy.
Instead of changing minds, 
the only thing I suspect that video 
will do is provoke anger, as it did 
in me. Everyone is entitled to 
their own opinion. People who 
share similar views on a subject 
are welcome to organize them ­
selves. But no one has the right to 
push their views upon others, and 
I feel that Lawrentians for Life 
tried to do that tonight. I can 
walk by their informational table 
without giving it a second thought, 
but it is much more difficult to 
avoid seeing those pictures be­
fore I get my meal. Not only did 
they choose to show the video, but 
they showed it in Downer. The 
last thing I want to see before I 
eat dinner is aborted fetuses.
My message to Lawrentians 
for Life is this: I respect your
beliefs, but you are out of line to 
employ such a disgusting, sensa­
tionalists video to promote your 
organization. It is offensive and 
it is unnecessary. Please recon­
sider your recruiting techniques.
Jason Valerius
thatbnfo
Dear Editor:
I don’t  wish to belabor my 
point about the dangers of the 
“chilly climate” sections of sexual 
harassm ent policies. Instead, I 
wish simply to call the attention 
of the community to a terrifying 
account of recent events a t the 
University of New Hampshire. 
This report, aptly titled “Guilty if 
Charged,” appears in the current 
(January 13) issue of the New  
York Review o f Books. I think 
anyone who reads it will be 
amazed at the extraordinary in­
justice such a policy can permit in 
an atmosphere where the First 
Amendment to the Consitution 
can be dismissed as “just another 
yoke” around women’s necks (Bar­
bara White, Associate Professor 
of Women’s Studies, University 
of New Hampshire). This report 
makes vivid the problems I have 
been attempting to point to, prob­
lems which have resulted in un­
justly ruining a man’s life, prob­
lems Professor Sanerib can glibly 
dismiss as mere “carping.” I’d 
like to say “it can’t happen here”; 
but it can. For all I know, it 
already has.
Sincerely yours,
Bertrand A. Goldgar 
Professor of English
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Got an opinion?
We're waiting for YOUR editorial 
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please contact 
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Marilyn Home
Continued from  Page 1
Wallace recently aired on CBS’s “60 M inutes.” President Clinton’s 
favorite classical singer, Home performed a t his inauguration before 
millions of television viewers. In 1992 she was awarded the National 
Medal of Arts by President Bush.
Bom in Bradford, PA, Home began her musical studies with her 
father and first sang in public a t the age of four. She studied with 
William Vannard and Gwendolyn Koldofsky (her accompanist for 10 
years) at the University of Southern California. Horne’s early career 
included various orchestral perform ances conducted by Igor 
Stravinsky, who dedicated his last work, instrum ental arrangements 
of two Hugo Wolf songs, to her. After four years in Europe performing 
under the batons of Stravinsky, Paul Hindem ith and Dimitri 
Mitropoulos, among others, she made her debut in Alban Berg’s 
Wozzeck in 1960 with the San Francisco Opera Company. Her 
autobiography, Marilyn Horne - My Life, written with Jane Scovell, 
was published by Atheneum in 1984.
Tickets for the Marilyn Horne benefit recital are available 
through the Lawrence University box office, 115 S. Drew St., Appleton, 
from 12:30 to 5:30 pm, Monday through Saturday. For more informa­
tion, or to charge tickets on Visa or Mastercard, call 832-6749.
Sexuality in the Academy:
A conference on Gay and Lesbian Studies 
January 29, 1994 
Wriston Art Center Auditorium 
sponsored by LU BGLA
Keynote address by Jonathan Weinberg, Yale University 
"Making it Queer: The Gay and Lesbian Presence 
in Art History"
Christopher Lane, UW-Milwaukee: "Controversies 
of the Sexual"
And informal presentations by LU faculty:
Tim Rodgers, Tim Spur gin, Bridget-Michaele Reischl, 
Hazel Spears, Judy Holland Samecld, and Don Adams
Poison, a film by by Todd Haynes, at 8:30 pm
New Hall Director in Brokaw
bv Jova Raladhvaksha
Staff Writer
Denise Ann Oligney is the 
newest addition to the Lawrence 
community. She is the Residence 
Hall Director of Brokaw and the 
coordinator of the Alcohol and 
Drug Education Committee. In 
ad d itio n  to th ese  positions, 
O ligney also s its  in on the 
Wellness Committee and the Aids 
Task Force. True to Lawrence 
tradition, she is beginning the 
term  with her hands full!
Before coming to Lawrence, 
Oligneywas a graduate student 
a t Kansas University. While 
there she decided to switch to 
something else, since the program 
she was in did not suit her needs. 
In the interim, she applied to 
L aw rence U n iv ers ity  and 
W artburg University (Iowa) for a 
position on the residence life staff. 
Her current position is not an 
entirely new one, though. While 
a t KU, Oligney was the assistant
director at one of its residence 
halls. As a matter of fact, she is 
used to being in charge of over 
seven hundred people, so Brokaw 
seems rather small in compari­
son! This does not bother her, as 
she says that it will give her an 
opportunity to get to know her 
new neighbors better.
Oligneyis one in a family of 
three children. Bom on February 
27, 1971, she says she is excited 
about her upcoming “golden birth­
day: twenty-three on the twenty- 
th ird !” Despite having been 
brought up in northern Wiscon­
sin, Oligney had forgotten about 
the weather in these parts. In 
addition to getting acquainted 
with Lawrence, she says she will 
have to get re-acquainted with 
the cold! I asked her to tell me 
som ething about herself and 
found out quite a few “weird, 
quirky things” about our newest 
hall director. For instance, her 
left foot is one whole size smaller
than her right! Her favorite color 
is blue and the music she enjoys 
listening to most is Alternative or 
early eighties. Denise is fond of 
pets and told me all about the cat 
“Giggles” she had as a child. She 
now hopes to acquire fan-tailed 
goldfish.
When asked whather plans 
for the future were, Oligney re ­
plied th a t she definitely wants to 
obtain a Masters Degree in Edu­
cation sometime in the near fu­
ture. For the moment, though, 
she is going to concentrate on 
getting to know the residents of 
Brokaw better and involving her­
self in as many activities as she 
can, starting off with broomball 
in the upcoming intram ural se­
ries.
Before leaving, I asked 
Oligneyif she had a parting shot 
for The Lawrentian. Laughing, 
she replied, “I am NOT dating 
Joe Horihan! Maybe this article 
can put that rumor to rest.”
Creation of New  Nations
By Ra<7h?l
Features Editor
On January 11, whil e Presi - 
dent Clinton was in Europe pitch­
ing his “Partnership for Peace” 
proposal, Martin Butora gave a 
lecture entitled “New Freedoms 
and Old Ghosts: Ethnic and Na­
tional Tensions in Central and 
Eastern Europe.” Butora, among 
many other accomplishments, 
was the human rights advisor to 
then-Czechoslovakia president 
Vaclav H avel from 1990-92. 
Butora is a faculty member at 
Trvana University in Slovakia as 
well as being associated with the 
Woodrow Wilson School of Public 
and In te rn a tio n a l Affairs at 
Princeton.
One aspact of B u tora’s 
speech dealt with the sense of 
nationalism felt by various eth­
nic groups in Central and E ast­
ern Europe. The old communist 
regimes th a t had combined vari­
ous ethnic and cultural groups 
into a single country are gone. 
The most famous example would 
be the breakup of Yugoslavia and 
the resulting
public and Slovakia but also has 
other ethnic groups within its 
boarder such as the Hungarian 
minority in Slovakia. Butora de­
scribed the sense of nationalism 
th a t is sprouting up in Eastern 
Europe as a global megatrend.
The transition of post-com­
m unist countries includes the 
task  of changing their countries 
into pluralist democracies, creat­
ing a m arket economy, and the 
internal struggles with new cul­
tural boundaries. This is diffi­
cult, Butora says, because New 
E aste rn  E uropean  countries 
“Have inherited problems that 
can’t  be solved immediately.”
According to Butora, many 
of the ideas from the communist 
past are still in people’s minds. 
For example, in the transforma­
tion from command to market 
economy in the Czech Republic, 
Slovakia and other former So- 
viet-bloc countries, the public 
backs free enterprise yet wants 
guaranteed employment.
In an effort for greater eco­
nomic security, Eastern European 
leaders desire to see their coun­
tries as full members of the Euro­
pean Union which was formed by 
the passage of the M aastrict 
Treaty last fall. Entrance into 
the European Union would allow 
the new countries to become a 
part of the single currency sys­
tem and be able to take advan­
tage of the relaxation of trade 
barriers. Many lenders are en­
thusiastic about Clinton’s "Part­
nership for Peace." But, Butora 
warns, those who do not want it 
will try to undermine the plan.
Butora stated that he felt 
that the key to future stability 
and prosperity for the Czech Re­
public, Slovakia and other Cen­
tral and Eastern European coun­
tries lies with the West. He re­
acted positively toward Presi­
dent Clintons plan. “Let’s make 
a deal of it” Butora said.
"Does the Economic Rise 
o f East Asia Mean the Political 
Fall o f Western Democracy?" is 
the next lecture sponsored by the 
Mojmir Povolny Lectureship Se­
ries and will be held Monday, 
Jan. 24 at 7 pm in Main Hall.
conflict b e ­
tw een  th e  
S e r b s ,  
Bosnians and 
C ro ats . A 
less v io len t 
example that 
Butora used 
was th a t of 
his home, the 
f o r m e r  
Czechoslova­
k ia , w hich 
has split into 
the Czech Re-
LUCC ELECTIONS
Information regarding the upcoming elections 
for the positions o f LUCC President and Vice Presi­
dent are now available a t the Information Desk. The 
petitions for election required for candidacy are 
also available.
What you already know 
can change a life!
All over the world people need som ething you have. An education. Hav­
ing an  education can get people Jobs. It can change lives. If you have a 
college education, you can become a WorldTeach volunteer. As a  volunteer 
for WorldTeach. you’ll contribute your knowlege and  skills to students who 
need them . And you’ll further you own education in ways you’ve never 
imagined. Be a WorldTeach volunteer:
• Live abroad
• Learn a new culture & language
• Let WorldTeach defer your student loans
• Change your life while changing  others
• Call WorldTeach at (617J495-5S27
fi^WorldTeach
Harvard Inantatc for International Development 
I Biol Street
e. MA 02138
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LU Students Return From Off-Campus Programs
Russia
bv Karl Greene
As I s it  down a t th e  
com puter to  a tte m p t to 
summarize the entire four months 
I spent in Russia I get angry at 
myself— how can I possibly 
convey all th e  em otions, 
observations, and experiences in 
a few short paragraphs? My 
attempt could result in a collection 
of banal catch phrases and easily 
misconstrued information. Yet, I 
also realize I cannot let the entire 
experience go unshared. There is 
still so much propaganda and 
ignorance lingering in the minds 
of most Americans regarding the 
dynamic and fascinating country 
I have begun to consider a second 
home. To let that ignorance go 
unchallenged would make my 
entire stay too personal—as if it 
almost didn’t  happen.
I and  two o th e r 
Lawrentians, Anne Black and 
Jason Christianson, left for our 
adventure in mid-August. We 
spent much of our time together, 
but ultimately, we each had very 
different experiences. Being the 
only one out of the three of us who 
had never traveled in the former
Soviet Union (FSU), I assumed 
the role of the  “ignoran t*  
American traveler. Although I 
had studied much regarding 
Russia, the Soviet Union, and 
th e ir h is to rie s , I s till was 
im m ediately  aw are  of th e  
discrepancies between what I had 
read and seen on TV and what 
actually existed in everyday life.
The daily warnings I had 
received before my departure 
regarding the lack of food and 
length of lines became laughable 
after a few days in the country. 
Those days were spent almost 
continuously  a round  th e  
infamous Russian kitchen table. 
There is an ample amount of food 
because most people grow the 
majority of their food in their 
dacha, a small house (more like a 
cabin) located on a plot of land 
outside of the city. The staples 
actually purchased are cheese, 
sour cream, sausage and butter.
These p roducts  a re  
available (if you go a t the right 
time), but the prices are rapidly 
rising under the “blossoming and 
booming* free m arket economy 
espoused in the American media. 
Government-owned stores still 
exist but there are numerous 
p riv a te  b u sin esses  and
entrepreneurs found at the central 
market, which is an experience 
unto itself!
The dynamic political 
situation is both too im portant 
and too insignificant to affect daily 
life. Although the people are 
highly educated (maybe even 
better than we are), the “soap 
opera” of the current “democratic” 
political system highly resembles 
th e  soap o peras on c u r re n t 
television programming.
Yes, the people were cold 
and rude on the streets, but once 
in their homes they were the 
warmest, most giving people I had 
ever known. My host family did 
all they could to make me feel 
accepted and loved and within two 
days I knew how difficult it would 
be to say good-bye at the end of the 
four months.
Obviously, th e se  are  
merely bits and pieces of a whole 
experience that can never be fully 
shared. To be honest, there were 
times I wondered if I would make 
it the whole four months. But 
once I became acclimated to my 
surroundings, I wondered how I 
would ever return to the States 
and look upon my American life 
without comparing it to the one I 
lived in Russia.
Urban Studies: A Current Experience in Chicago
bv Roger S. Duncan
Sta ff Writer
Chicago. For m any 
Midwesterners tins is a word 
which evokes images of crime, 
poverty, and terrifying traffic. The 
ACM Urban Studies Program 
demystifies Chicago. Through the 
course of the sem ester- long 
program students are introduced 
to the city on a personal level. 
Chicago: for me this is a word 
which evokes hundreds of real 
p laces and faces. Living in 
Chicago has assured me that the 
although not always clean and 
safe, the city is not a huge 
monolith to be avoided — it is a 
vibrant mass of people whose 
interests are incredibly diverse 
and frequently conflicting.
The U rban  S tud ies 
program is not Academia. But, 
this is not to say that it is easy. 
The four and one half credit 
semester includes an internship, 
a detailed seminar in a specific 
city issue, an independent study 
project and the Core Course, in 
which you meet a wide spectrum 
of people in many fields all over 
the city. Each of these sections is 
designed to acquaint you, as a 
student, personally with people 
concentrating on issues current 
to the city as a whole.
For example: Monday 
morning, you get on a bus with a 
newspaper in your hand. The 
headlines talk about the crisis in 
education, the m ayor’s most 
recent housing proposal, and a 
new facet in the debate over health 
care in the city. Your destination 
this morning is the Cook County 
Hospital, where you will meet Dr. 
Gordon Schiff. Dr. Schiff will 
outline his point of view on health 
care in the city of Chicago and as 
it relates to the plans for the 
nation as a whole. You tour the 
hospital in a small group. You see
some of the glaring holes left by 
the absence of funding. Some of it 
ups ets you, but m os t  of i t  y ou s ort 
of expected — after having read 
the newspaper and the articles 
given to you after the last Core 
Course. Afterwards, you find a 
train, and proceed on to your 
internship for the afternoon. This 
is a mutually good relationship. 
Your supervisor is getting free 
labor for the business, and you 
are  getting  c red it for g re a t 
experience in a field which you 
aren’t  exposed to at Lawrence. 
This is a confidence and resume 
builder! Your friends have 
internships in a wide variety of 
workplaces all over the city. Some 
work in the media, others take on 
pro jects w ith housing  
development corporations or find 
places in criminal justice and law 
related  fields. All bring new 
experiences back to the Core 
Course every time you meet again 
as a group.
Tuesday morning comes 
leisurely. You make your way over 
to one of the apartm ents in you 
neighborhood where some of the 
other ACM students are living. A 
group of you live in the same 
community for support purposes. 
Your neighborhood is 99% 
Mexican, and often you discuss 
community-related events. This 
morning you discuss Dr. Schiffs 
presentation with a friend who is 
working in health care. All too 
soon, you both realize,you’ll have 
to handle health insurance on 
your own!!
Tuesday afternoon was 
originally scheduled to be a 
meeting of your seminar group 
with Tern Horwitz, a Real Estate 
Developer who is working on 
putting new shops into an area 
zoned off by the city for heavy 
industry. Your Seminar leader 
called last night and told you the 
schedule had changed. You are to
London
bv Rachel Baus
Features Editor
Im agine having an a r t 
history class in the Tower of 
London, watching members of 
B ritish  P a rlia m e n t debate  
important issues, and being able 
to see performances by the Royal 
Shakespeare Company. These 
are a few of the opportunities 
available to LU students at the 
London Study Center.
Time in London is not 
strictly filled with classes, though, 
because with a ten-day mid-term 
break and several th ree-day  
w eekends, s tu d e n ts  are 
encouraged to travel into the 
E nglish  co u n try s id e , the 
Continent and to explore London 
as much as possible.
By living outside the US, 
students can see events and learn 
about th in g s  from d iffe ren t 
perspectives. I encourage 
everyone take advantage of off- 
campus programs offered a t LU.
Chinese Language and Culture
bv Sarah Powers
Last term I had the opportunity along with four other Lawrence 
students (Amy Ilstrup, Jill Shaw, Bill Rohrbach and Becky Leech) to 
spent a semester studying and traveling in The People’s Republic of 
China. Our home base in China was Tianjin, just a couple hours away 
from Beijing on China’s Eastern Coast. We studied Chinese language 
and culture atN ankai University and also traveled to sites of cultural 
and historical significance about every two or three weeks. Not only 
did we all increase our abilities to speak and understand the Chinese 
language, but we also were able to see life in China first-hand, albeit 
from an outsider’s perspective.
I think that one ofthe most valuable learning experiences which 
I had in China was gaining a new understanding of how Americans 
are viewed abroad. I also felt th a t my understanding of the world was 
broadened greatly by having the chance to see for myself what I had 
spent three years studying at Lawrence. Lastly I also learned a great 
deal about myself, my culture, and attitudes through trying to 
communicate those ideas to both Chinese and American friends.
meet your group in the Loop at 
2:15, where you will go to the 
Zoning Board of Appeals. Horwitz 
is bringing his case before the 
board who will decide whether he 
has a valid excuse for going around 
city ordinances. You are invited. 
From the back, you watch and 
listen as the experts you have 
read about are brought forward 
to add tidbits of data and history 
to the case. The lawyers on both 
sides m ake p lausib le , fa irly  
coherent arguments. When it’s all 
over, your group questions and 
chats with your seminar leader - 
who has questions informed by 
yesterday’s newspaper article on 
th is  confron tation . He calls 
H orw itz over. The opposing 
lawyer also finds his way to your 
little  gathering. Some of the 
questions are answered, others 
are redefined and dodged. Your 
sem inar leader concludes the 
afternoon by handing out readings 
in relation to the next visit on 
Friday morning.
You go back to your 
apartm ent, make dinner and, 
although your roommate is going 
out, you decide to stay in tonight. 
Today’s been busy and you’ll spend 
a ll day tom orrow  a t your 
internship—where you are given 
responsibility and expected to 
perform well.
My experience in 
Chicago was very positive. I 
w orked as an in te rn  in 
photojournalism for the Pioneer 
Press, in Oak Park, Illinois, and 
did my independent study project 
in the form of several photo 
a ssig n m en ts  for C hicago’s 
new spaper for the homeless, 
S tree tW ise . O th ers  had 
internships all over the city, from 
the halls of ABC Network News 
to  housing  developm ent 
corporations andbacktoWomen’s 
AIDS information projects. Some 
wrote papers as independent
photo bv Roaei S. Duncan
ACM students travel all over Chicago for fifteen weeks, 
gradually becoming more at ease in the city.
study, others did projects in fields 
equally varied and interesting. 
The Urban Studies program is 
about the problems and solutions 
current in our world and hopeful ly 
also in your life.
If you have questions 
about the program you can contact 
Professor Jules LaRocque(x6667) 
in Main Hall, Ulrika Dahl, who 
participated in the program a year 
ago (x7139), or me, Roger Duncan
(x7770). In add ition , U rban  
Studies staffers John Fish and 
M ichelle M cN am ara will be 
coming to campus to speak with 
all interested on January  24-25. 
Jo h n  is th e  co o rd in a to r of 
internships and Michelle will be 
working with Nancy Truesdell at 
the Career Center to update a file 
on the possibilities for work after 
graduation in the Chicagoland 
area.
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At the top of Tikal's highest Mayan Temple are (front row) 
Aaron Howe, Josh Sanders (from Macalester), Gia Super, and Stacy 
Czemiak. (Back row) Tammy Weigel, Ana Maria Villareal, Avani 
Divgi, Steve Gruber, Dana Pye, and Cara Roberts.
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Guatemala
bv Carrie Naumann
It was a bright and humid 
day when the 12 of us arrived in 
th e  G uatem ala City airport. 
Exiting the airport, standing in a 
large mob with all of our bags, 
being stared at by taxi drivers 
and travellers alike, I imagine 
th a t more than one of us wondered 
it we would ever manage to find 
our way to Quetzaltenango and 
h a d  second though ts about 
deciding to spend 3 1/2 months 
there, bu t Lawrence Professor 
M artinez-Serros knew exactly 
w hat he was doing.
He knew what he was doing 
not only in finding a bus to take 
the group to Xela (the local name 
for Quetzaltenango) but also in 
bringing the group to such an 
obscure little  country. The 
decision to hold the 1993 Spanish 
Semester Abroad in Guatemala 
was questioned by administration 
and families alike. Guatemala, 
known for its ancient Mayan 
ruins, but mainly for guerilla 
w a rfa re  and hum an rig h ts  
v io la tio n s , seemed like a 
precarious location for learning 
Spanish. What Martinez-Serros 
realized is that we would learn 
much more than just Spanish.
T hat was the beauty of the 
program; because we spent all 
day in a Spanish school with 
Spanish speaking teachers, were 
lectured to in Spanish, read 
textbooks in Spanish and lived
Richeson 
travels to 
Ghana
By Sanlukta Muirherjee
S ta ff Writer
Every percussionist is 
intrigued by the powerful strains 
that are produced from African 
drummingtechniques. Last term 
(fall ‘93) saw the fulfillment of 
Mr. Dane Richeson’s lingering 
desire  to s tu d y  the  m usic, 
drumming and dance styles of 
Western Africa, in Ghana. He is 
an Associate Professor of Music 
a t Lawrence, and his specialty is 
percussion.
When asked why he chose 
to go to Ghana, Richeson replied 
that he had contacts with people 
who had been there. The added 
advantage was th a t because 
Ghana is an English-speaking 
country, his learning process 
would not face interference from 
a language barrier. Richeson 
pursued his learning experience 
under the guidance of Godwin 
Agbeli, on the recommendation 
of able colleagues from Tufts 
University and the University of 
West Virginia. Agbeli is a master 
drummer and a distinguished 
authority on many styles of West 
African m usic and dance a t 
Kobeyia (Volta region). To credit 
A gbeli, he has not 
institutionalized his music. His 
village is his school for teaching.
Although this was his first 
trip to Africa, Richeson did not 
want to portray the conventional 
“tourist attitude”. He was an
w ith  G u a tem alan  fam ilies, 
improving one’s Spanish was 
inevitable. We learned Spanish 
by interacting with the people, 
and by interacting with the people 
we learned about Guatemala and 
gained a new perspective on life.
The people of Guatemala 
have a rich history and a rich life 
full of highs and lows all of which 
has made them wise and, I think, 
happy. Having a rich life is not to 
say  th a t  G u a tem alan s are  
wealthy. On the contrary: the 
country struggles with poverty, 
th rea t of disease, and illiteracy. 
However, they have learned from 
the struggles and openly shared 
these learnings with us.
Guatemalans shared their 
lives with us on many different 
levels. In the classroom we 
le a rn e d  about G u a tem alan  
Literature, Guatemalan History 
and Guatemalan Anthropology. 
However, our professors also 
sh a re d  sto ries abou t th e ir  
personal lives, how they viewed 
the social struggle between the 
indigenous Mayan peoples and 
the ladino people of Spanish 
decent, their activities during the 
1980s when guerilla warfare 
peaked in an effort to combat a
eag er le a rn e r  of A frican 
drumming techniques and dance 
styles. In order to understand 
the purity of the culture without 
interference from modem urban 
influences, Richeson decided to 
study in the village of Kobeyia 
versus enrolling in the University 
ofGhana. Thus, for ten weeks, he 
made his home in the midst of the 
Ewe tribe in Ghana. His visit was 
made possible by funding received 
from the National Endowment of 
the Arts/Arts International and 
Lawrence University. As he put 
it, he went for “selfish reasons”, 
namely for the love of African 
music and in the hope of being 
able to share hi s acquired training 
with students. He hopes that he 
is able to im part to his students a 
fu n d a m e n ta l knowledge of 
d ru m m in g  techn iques from 
foreign countries. His goal is to 
continue to bring “world music” 
(music of cultures other than the 
E u ro p ean  tra d itio n , as he 
specified) to Lawrence. He also 
expressed the hope that Lawrence 
will continue to embrace the study 
of heterogeneous styles of music.
Richeson also took th is 
opportunity to study four dance 
forms, nam ely the Gahu, the 
Kinka, the Atsiagbeko and the 
Adzogbo. (Incidentally, the Gahu 
was performed at Kwanzaa last 
week.) He also brought back 
seven drums from Ghana, the
series of violent dictators, and 
about the options that they saw 
for helping Guatemala to heal 
and grow. We also had optional 
lectures in the afternoons. These 
were ta lk s  given usually  by 
Guatemalan university students 
who also worked in the school, 
and they spoke about such topics 
as the  w om an’s role in the 
in d ig en o u s com m unity,
Christianity in Guatemala, and 
the history of human rights in 
Guatemala. Host families were 
other sources of sharing. Together 
we talked about and lived the 
reality of family life. And apart 
from these organized means of 
learning about the culture, there 
were hours spent chatting in the 
central park, on the buses, and at 
the nightclubs and bars.
Taking into consideration 
the  spectrum  of events and 
learnings that we Lawrentians 
s h a re d  and those th a t  we 
ex p erien ced  in d iv id u a lly , 
summing it all up into words is 
difficult. On the other hand, 
describing our adventures is a 
fun challenge, and I encourage 
you to ask your world-travelling 
classmates to describe the “Land 
of E ternal Spring,” Guatemala.
transportation charges for which 
were quite expensive! Avid fans 
of music will be delighted to hear 
that Richeson is training students 
to s t a r t  an  A frican drum  
ensemble, to be called Kinkavi wo. 
Kinkaviwo means “children of 
Kinka”. He also hopes to be able 
to bring Agbeli to Lawrence, so 
that the community can avail of 
the richness of the music and 
dance of the Ewe tribe.
When I asked him whether 
any particular aspect of his visit 
stood out in his mind, he said that 
he had wonderful memories of 
the children of the village. He 
described them as beautiful and 
“bouncing  a ro u n d ”, alw ays 
laughing a t him, oblivious to the 
state of the world.
Richeson would like to 
return to Ghana to learn more. 
This visit has changed his musical 
perspective and his views of our 
society in general. He was 
definitely uplifted by the vigor of 
their music as opposed to the 
pleasure derived from listening 
to recordings of the same. His 
ac tu a l liv ing  experience 
enlightened him a great deal 
about African rural hab ita ts  
because  i t  a lte red  the  p re ­
conceived noti ons he had had. All 
in all, his learning experience 
surpassed his expectations and 
he owes it to Agbeli for making 
this possible.
feY-ghrisM ueHei
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia is a 
professional fraternity of men 
dedicated to promoting the high­
est standards of performance, 
education, and research in music 
in America. Here a t Lawrence, 
the Gamma Zeta chapter of FMA 
Sinfonia has historically been 
fairly active on campus and in the 
community. We’d like to offer 
Synopses of what we did last year 
and w hat we are doing this year, 
iand invite interested men to con­
sider joining FMA.
In 1992-93, the GZ chapter 
sponsored the following activities:
The FMA American Music 
Show  ran every Wednesday night, 
from 7-9 pm on WLFM. Various 
members of the GZ chapter hosted 
a show th a t  featured  music 
composed and/or performed by 
American musicians, in both the 
classical and jazz genres.
The American Music Re­
cital, an annual event.sponsored 
iand organized by the GZ chapter, 
was held 1 ast year on January 28. 
Members of the GZ chapter and 
other members of the Lawrence 
Conservatory were featured as 
performers, and the recital and 
ensuing reception were well-at­
tended and well-received.
The GZ chapter sponsored 
a  visitation to Lawrence by Kathy 
K a ise r, a sp ec ia lis t in the 
A lexa n d er  Technique. The 
Alexander Technique is a meth­
odology for relaxation and ergo- 
homically sensitive music-mak­
ing, practiced to try and elimi­
nate injuries through prevention 
and attention to one’s individual 
physical needs. The workshops 
were well-attended and the visit 
prompted a lot of attention and 
jdiscussion by faculty and stu­
dents.
The GZ chapter sponsored 
a lecture by the Lawrence orches­
t ra  d irector Bridget-Michaele 
Reischl. She spoke on Women 
and Attitudes in the Arts, and 
included in her lecture were both 
excerpts from her own life and 
per more general feelings about 
the strides women have made in 
promoting themselves and being 
accepted as important contribu­
tors to both the arts and society 
as a whole.
The GZ chapter was one of 
many sponsors of a concert by the 
Japanese Taiko drumming troupeV.....
Ondekoza. The concert was held : 
April 24 in the Lawrence Memo- j 
rial Chapel to a very enthusiastic : 
audience.
The GZ chapter and the XII 
chapter of SAI (the women’s pro- i 
fessional music fraternity on cam- j 
pus) jointly sponsored a program j 
entitled Music in the Schools, j 
where schools called us and we I 
3ent people out to play or sing i 
whatever the teacher or organi-; 
zation requested.
Every year Lawrence Uni- j 
versity  sponsors Celebrate!, a j 
spring arts festival th a t is de- j 
signed to open the campus up to j 
the community. There are sev- j  
eral stages set up around cam- i 
pus, each of which programs six : 
or eight hours of a certain genre : 
of music. The GZ chapter has j 
traditionally been in charge of: 
organizing the Jazz Stage, and ! 
last year was no different. On j 
S a tu rday , May 8, m any fine I 
groups performed, and members j 
of the G Z chapter were on loca- j 
tion all day to assist those groups : 
in set-up and tear-down; we also j 
sold tortilla-burgers, Pepsi, and i 
T-shirts. Celebrate! is tradition- j 
ally a big fund-raiser for campus i 
organizations; more importantly, j 
a good time was had by all.
So far in 1993-94, the G Z j 
chapter has done or begun work : 
on the following:
With the XI chapter of SAI, j 
we sponsored a picnic held on ! 
Saturday, October 2, th a t was : 
open to all campus students in- j 
terested in music in any form, j 
Despite the cold day, people en- i 
joyed themselves, and we even j 
had brief visits by conservatory j 
faculty and Assistant Dean ofthe j  
Conservatory Nancy Stowe!
We have continued work j 
with the XI chapter on the Music j 
in the Schools program.
We have continued th e  j 
FMA Sinfonia American Music I 
Show on WLFM; this term, it has j 
been 7-9 pm on Tuesday n ig h ts .:
We sponsored a talk by vis- i 
iting Lecturer in Music Bryan j 
Schultz entitled Music i n R e a /  j  
World. He spoke about some of j 
his professional playing experi-! 
ences and about the importance j 
of m astering the fundamentals of j 
playing in an undergraduate set-j 
ting.
V is it in g  convocation  j 
Continued to Page 12J
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L. I. Film Series Premiers I9’3 Wisconsin
Seven wonders of the cinema world headline the new Lawrence 
University International Film Series. From classic Kurosawa to a 
1990 restored version of Jean Vigo’s critically acclaimed “L’Atalante,” 
the series features some of the world’s greatest films. The series 
debuts Sunday, February 6 with Kenneth Branagh’s 1993 adaptation 
of Shakespeare’s “Much Ado About Nothing.”
All films are shown Sunday and Monday evenings at 7 pm in the 
Worcester Auditorium in the Wriston Art Center on the Lawrence 
Campus. Tickets are $2 for students and $3 for non-students. Season 
passes to all seven films - $10 for students, $14 for non-students - are 
available through January  31 by calling 832-6600 or writing Lawrence 
International Film Series, Campus Activities, 615 E. College Ave., 
Appleton, Wl 54911.
The 1994 film series lineup, including director, country of origin 
and year of release is as follows:
February 6,7 - “Much Ado About Nothing,” Kenneth Branagh, 
Great Britain, 1993
-February 13,-14 - “Yaaba,” Idrissa Ouedraogo, Burkina 
Faso, 1989
- February 20, 21 - “The Idiot,” Arika Kurosawa, Japan, 1951 
-March 6,7 - “A Woman W ithout Love,” Luis Bunuel,
Mexico, 1951
- April 3,4 - “L’Atalante,” Jean Vigo, France, 1934 (restored
1990)
- April 17,18 - “Stalker,” Andrei Tarkovsky, Russia, 1979 
-May 1,2 - “The Story of Qui J u , ” Z hang  Yimou,
Hong Kong, 1992
Three things to do to survive the 
winter in Appleton, Wl:
- Walk around with your 
lace completely  
wrapped in a  scarf and  
say ’Hi’ to friends who 
don't recognize you. 
Later, ask them why  
they don't want to say  
'Hi' to you an y  more.
-Don’t go  to class. Tell 
your teachers It is a
health hazard and ask 
them w hy they don't 
teach the class over the 
VAX instead.
-Ask your friends to 
com e over. When the 
room is warm enough, 
tell them you have
homework to do.
Artists Biennial 
Art Exhibit Open 
at Wriston 
through March 4
The 1993 Wisconsin Artists 
Biennial exhibit will be on dis­
play a t the Wriston Art Center 
Galleries Jan. 14 through Mar. 4, 
1994. The juried exhibition in­
cludes the work of sixty-one a rt­
ists from around the state. The 
exhibit is free and open to the 
public.
Chicago gallery director Jan 
Cicero juried the competition, 
awarding over $2000 in donated 
cash and art supplies. In all, 358 
works were subm itted by 182 a rt­
ists. “I was impressed by the high 
quality of the work submitted,” 
said Cicero. “I hope the exhibi­
tion will dem onstrate the origi­
nality, diversity and excellence of 
the work that was selected.”
The Wisconsin Artists Bi­
ennial, a state-wide fine arts com­
petition open to all Wisconsin 
artists, is sponsored and orga­
nized by Wisconsin Painters and 
Sculptors/Wisconsin Artists in All 
Media. This year’s exhibition is 
hosted and co-sponsored by the 
Fine Arts Galleries a t the Uni­
versity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
and the Wriston Art Center Gal­
leries.
Gallery hours are Tuesday 
through Friday, 10 am to 4 pm; 
Saturday and Sunday, noon to 4 
pm; closed Monday.
Tombstone:
A  Holliday Myth
bv Rich "Gish" Canadav
Staff Movie Reviewer
The legendary Wild West 
holds many myths to be self-evi­
dent. One so-called myth con­
cerns the showdown at the OK 
Corral between W yatt Earp, the 
famous lawman, and a gang of 
bandits collectively called the 
Cowboys. Tombstone is an at­
tempt to portray the life of Wyatt 
Earp (Kurt Russell) and his expe­
riences in an authentically dupli­
cated western town called Tomb­
stone. The movie, directed by 
George P. Cosmatos, is colorful 
and creative in its costume, set­
ting, and gunfight sequences be­
tween Earp, his brothers and the 
ruthless Cowboys who are recog­
nized by the red sashes they wear.
Tombstone, however, is 
“choppy” in its delivery and flow, 
and loses focus by rapidly switch­
ing from unfinished problems to 
new scenes, leaving the audience 
to guess for themselves what hap­
pened. The movie would have 
been a logical argument to the 
moral issue of Wyatt Earp’s life 
but it takes the viewer on a jour­
ney filled with too many sights to 
see in the two-hour time period. 
W hat rescues th is busy time 
schedule is a holiday, a Doc 
Holliday (played by Val Kilmer). 
Like the character played in Top
Gun, Kilmer gives Holliday Ice- 
man-like qualities which instill 
hesitation, fear, and final victory 
in the showdowns between him- 
selfandhisopponents. Holliday’s 
cool resilience to confrontation, 
his itchy trigger finger, and his 
personal psychotic battle with 
alcohol and gambling are all bril­
liantly portrayed by Kilmer who 
will possibly be nominated for a 
Best Supporting Actor a t the 
Academy A w ards. W ithout 
Kilmer, Tombstone would be a 
film lost in the cinematic archives 
and eventually become a myth in 
its own way. Supporters of Russell 
and Kilmer include Sam Elliott, 
Dana Delaney, Stephen Lang, 
Charlton Heston as a special ap­
pearance, and Jason Priestly who 
gives the performance ofhis life 
(pray that it be his last). Tomb­
stone receives 21/2 deputy badges 
out of a perfect four star U.S. 
Marshall.
Modern western home vid­
eos related to Tombstone include 
Silverado, Young Guns 1+2, and 
Unforgiven. Also check out these 
upcoming films in your area: 
Philadelphia starring Tom Hanks 
and Denzel W ashington,IronWill 
starring Mackenzie Astin, Steven 
Spielberg’s Schindler’s List star­
ring  Liam  N eeson and Ben 
Kingsley, and Blue Chips s tar­
ring the Shaq himself and Nick 
Nolte.
Challenges for Advanced Minds
A R B O N N E
IN TER N ATIO N AL 
PURE SWISS SKIN CARE 
Formulated in Switzerland ■ Made in U S A
A Healthy and Effective Approach to Beauty!
Safe, Beneficial, Effective and BotanicaUy-Based Skin Care Products:
• Products Never Tested On Animals
• No Animal Ingredients,
Derivatives or By-Products
• No Harmful Levels of Preservatives
• No Artificial Perfumes or Dyes
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Complimentary Facial and Skin Analysis
Wouldn’t you like to be known for your beautiful skin?
For information and appointments, call
Jan Anderson 
734-1782
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Bv Alain Bellon
Staff Puzzlemaster
T his tim e  I w ill g ive you a sm all collection  o f “easy” puzzles.
1.) A  m an  drives a car from h is  h ou se  to h is  office. He covers a d ista n ce  of 
60  m iles in  an h our and tw en ty  m in u tes. On h is  w ay back, h e  tak es th e  sam e  
road. Traffic conditions and h is  average speed  are the sam e in both ca ses , y e t  
it  tak es h im  on ly  80  m in u tes to g e t  back to h is  h ou se. How can you exp la in  th is?
I f  th is  one w as ju st  too easy  for you, h ere  I h ave another one.
2.) G iven  a  norm al round cake, m ake 3 stra ig h t cuts and g e t 8 p ieces o f  th e  
sam e size. (A ssu m e the knife is  b ig  enough)
S till n o t a challenge?
3.) Im a g in e  you are a farm er. Your ta sk  is to p lant 10 trees in 5 row s o f 4 
trees each. (T he rows can be vertica l, horizontal or diagonal.)
N ow , th e  final puzzle.
4 .) C om plete the series:
O T T F F S S ?
S olu tion  to the la st puzzle:
N otice  th a t  there are four surfaces th a t m u st not touch each o ther (three  
doctors and  th e  King). S ince tw o pairs o f g loves have also four sep arate  (pairs  
of) surfaces (in sid e  and outside o f each  pair), th e  problem can be solved. L et 
D octor A  u se  th e  first pair in sid e  th e  second pair. Then le t Doctor B op erate  
u sin g  th e  still ster ile  side o f th e  second pair. F inally , le t  Doctor C u se  th e  
in verted  fir st pair inside th e  second pair. By d oing th e  previous m an ip u la tio n s, 
only one su rface o f the gloves tou ch es each  o f  th e  doctors and only one tou ch es  
th e  K ing. I f  you  w ant, you can find an oth er order o f m anipulations th a t lead  to  
th e  sam e solution .
Wednesday, January 26, CEC will bring nationally- 
known comedy talent Margaret Smith, featured on 
the David Letterman Show and The Tonight Show 
with Jay Leno, to the Lawrence campus. Smith's 
performance will be free of charge at 8 pm in 
Riverview Lounge.__________________________
What's On...What's Good
January 19, Latin America in Film Series, Don Segundo Sombra; Worcester Auditorium, 
Wriston Art Center, 7:30 pm.
January 20, Science Hall Colloquium: “The Search for Extraterrestrial Life,” Professor Wendy 
Hagen Bauer, astronomer a t Wellesley College and a 1993-94 American Astronomical Society lecturer; 
Youngchild 161, 4:10 pm.
January 21, IMAGE Film: Prospero’s Books; Worcester Auditorium, Wriston Art Center, 7:15 & 
9:30 pm. Admission $1.
January 21-22, Senior Theatre Project: Greater Tuna, directed by John Maclay, ’94; Cloak 
Theatre, Music-Drama Center, 8 pm.
January 23, Benefit concert: Marilyn Horne, mezzo-soprano; Memorial Chapel, 7:30 pm. Adults 
$70 & $50, students $25 & $15. 50% of adult ticket price is tax deductible.
January 24, Mojmir Povolny Lecture Series in International Relations - The End of the Cold War 
and Its Challenges for the United States (Part II): “Does the Economic Rise of East Asia Mean the 
Political Fall of Weatem Democracy?” Professor Edward Friedman, Department of Political Science, 
University of Wisconsin-Madison; Main Hall 109, 7 pm.
January 26, Latin America in Film Series, Tristana; Worcester Auditorium, Wriston Art Center, 
7:30 pm.
January 27, IMAGE Film: Love Potion #9; Worcester Auditorium, Wriston Art Center, 7:15 & 
9:30 pm. Admission $1.
January 26, M argaret Smith, comedian, sponsored by Campus Events Committee; Riverview 
Lounge, Memorial Union, 8 pm.
January 28, Artist Series Concert: Richard Goode, piano; Memorial Chapel, 8 pm. Adults 
$16&$13, senior citizens/students $14 & $11.
January 30, Lawrence Symphony Orchestra Concert, Bridget-Michaele Reischl, conductor;, 
Memorial Chapel, 3 pm.
Wisconsin Biennial, a juried exhibition of Wisconsin artists organized by the Wisconsin Painters 
and Sculptors Guild; Wriston Art Center Galleries. Exhibit runs through March 4. Gallery Hours: 
Tuesday-Friday 10 am-4 pm, Saturday & Sunday noon-4 pm, closed Monday.
 ^ J
ADEC HIGH & DRY CHALLENGE
ADEC is sponsoring the 2nd annual High & Dry Challenge this term. 
We welcome any student group, organization, etc., to sponsor a non­
alcoholic event of any sort between January  12th and February 22nd. 
The best event will receive a new microwave and a pizza party! We 
will also have a participation prize...so every group will have a chance 
to win something! If you’re interested please call Carol in the Health 
Center @ x6754 to register your event. Please remember that you 
must register a t least 7 days in advance so th a t we can arrange for 
judging, etc. Let’s get some great events together so that we can all 
have some fun during this looooonnnnnngggggg term!
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Call Live Shows at (612) 445-7600 or (800) 837-5717
for audition requirements and times.
V § u .e y /^ i k |
_________________ Shakopee, M innesota
Question of the Day: What are 
you doing for Trivia Weekend ?
Audition at any of the following sites:
Jan. 22: St. Olaf College - Northfield, MN 
Feb. 4: Univ. of Wise. - Eau Claire, Wl 
Feb. 5: Univ. of Wise. - Stevens Point, Wl 
Feb. 9: Univ. of Northern Iowa - Cedar Falls, IA 
Feb. 10: Univ. of Minn. - Minneapolis, MN 
Feb. 12: Hamline Univ. - St. Paul, MN 
Callbacks for Singers/Dancers:
Feb. 13: Hamline Univ. - St. Paul, MN
"MAN ALIVE! How can 
I participate when I don’t even 
know when it is? All I know is 
that you just pretend to look 
through a book and grab a 
piece of free pizza and run to 
your room."
-Amina Pollard
ENTERTAINER AUDITIONS
Valleyfair Family Amusement Park is looking for 64 singer/ 
dancers, instrumentalists, body characters and sound/light 
technicians for its 1994 season.
"I'll spend my all of 
my tim e with Tom th a t 
weekend, because he's re­
ally, really sm art... I think" 
-Rachel Hopper
"I th in k  my tim e 
would be better spent doing 
homework. But the pizza 
will be good."
-Tom McKenzie
"Well, Sig Ep doesn't have a 
team, so maybe I'll team up with 
Sage, 'cause they have Pizza Pit 
as a sponsor."
-Jon Howe
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Buckyball: W hat and  W hy
bv Professor Lokensaarct
Department of Chemistry
There are two small glass 
vials on my desk. One contains a 
tiny amount of a black powder 
that looks rather like soot. The 
other contains a deep violet liquid, 
actually a little of th a t same black 
powder dissolved in the solvent 
toluene. And in my office window 
site a ball about a foot in diameter, 
made from sixty pieces of one of 
my “molecular model” kits. The 
ball has the same pattern  of 
hexagonal and pentagonal faces 
you see on an ordinary soccer 
ball. “Why?”you ask. The powder 
is a sam ple  of 
b u ck m in ste rfu lle ren e , a lias  
buckyball, alias C60, a material 
that has been getting a lot of 
attention lately. It is pure carbon, 
an element known for a long time, 
but here in a new molecular-scale 
arrangement. Unlike diamond, 
which is carbon with all its atoms 
linked to one another in a three- 
dimensional network of strong 
bonds, or graphite , in which 
carbon atom s are  strong ly  
a ttach ed  in two-dim ensional 
sheet-like layers th a t  can be 
stacked like so many sheets of 
paper, the atoms in this new 
powder are arranged like the 
model in my window, sixty of them 
at a time forming spherical shells 
of atoms. The first evidence for 
the existence of such a form of 
carbon was reported in 1985, 
when H.W. Kroto, R.E. Smalley, 
and their co-workers a t Rice 
University used a laser to blast 
chunks of carbon off a graphite 
surface and found that they could 
control conditions so that the most 
common fragments they formed 
contained exactly sixty atoms.
The unusual stability of this C60 
fragment 1 ed them to propose that 
it was probably spherical, and 
that the atoms were likely to take 
up the highly symmetrical soccer- 
ball-like arrangement. Because 
this arrangement reminded them 
ofthe geodesic domes of designer 
B uckm inster F u lle r, they  
ch ris ten ed  the  m a te r ia l 
Buckminsterfullerene. It was not 
until five years later (1990) th a t a 
pair of physicists (W. Keutschmer
IT'S GOING TO BE AN "OUT OF 
THIS WORLD" COLLOQUIUM
by Adam Thorne
HEY!! Come to the Science 
Colloquium!
Ever seen an alien? Wonder 
if we’re alone in the cosmos?
Thursday Jan 20, in Youngchild 
161 at 4:00, PhD of astronomy 
Wendy Bauer will adress the 
subject of E x tra te r re s tr ia l  
Intelligence. Considerations will 
inclued astronom ica l and 
p lanetary  conditions, s te lle r 
evoloution effects on the  
elemental makeup of planets, 
development of intelligent life 
given correct conditions, and radio 
astronom y in sea rch in g  for 
SIGNALS FROM SPACE !!!
CHOW ON THE 
REFRESHMENTS! W anna hear 
more? On the 21st in Youngchild 
90 a t 1:30, Dr. Bauer will speak 
on Mass Loss from Stars. More 
information will be presented
and D. Huffman of Heidelberg 
and Arizona, respectively) and 
their colleagues found a way to 
p rep a re  th is  m a te r ia l in 
quantities large enough to see. 
They accom plished  th is  by 
“evaporating” graphite into a 
helium atmosphere, heating the 
graphite electrically by passing a 
large current through it or by 
generating a spark between two 
graphite rods. C60 can be isolated 
from the resulting soot, which 
turns out to be about 
2% fullerene, though 
the purification is fairly 
tedious. Since their 
report, an enormous 
amount of research has 
been done w ith the 
m ateria l, which can 
now be p u rc h ased  
read ily , though not 
in e x p e n s iv e ly —th e  
current price is about 
$1 permilligram, which 
works out to something 
like h a lf  a m illion  
dollars per pound. The 
extent ofthe in terest in 
the substance is such, 
in fact, th a t  one 
publisher has recently 
begun to produce a 
special period ical 
devoted to the subject,
Fullerene Science and  
Technology. It’s fair to 
ask why this discovery 
should  g e n e ra te  so 
much in terest, what 
the stuff is good for, and 
why I have a sample on 
my desk. Initially, the 
interest arose because 
of the novelty of the 
idea. Carbon, after all, 
has been around for a long time, 
and folks pretty much assumed 
th a t d iam ond and  g ra p h ite  
covered the possibilities. When 
something so taken for granted 
proves to be wrong, scientists start 
probing to find out “how wrong” 
they w ere, and  re la te d
assum ptions begin  to be 
challenged, too. Thus, much of 
the early research on C60 was 
devoted to proving its structure 
and then to looking for still other 
forms in which carbon m ight
occur. Explorations of various 
ways of evaporating graphite to 
try forming this material turned 
out to generate other new forms, 
all generally called “fullerenes.” 
There are more-or-less spherical 
“molecules” containing larger 
numbers of carbon atoms (C70 is 
quite common and can be isolated 
and purified, and essentially any 
even number greater than 70 can 
correspond to a possible 
structure). There are materials
, photo bv Jarcmv Cobble
Dr. Lokensgard and his Buckyball model.
that consist of concentric shells of 
larger and larger size, ra ther like 
the layers of an onion. There are 
also cases in which one or more 
atoms of other elements have been 
trap p ed  inside a buckyball. 
Recently “buckytubes” have been 
reported, long (on an atomic/ 
m olecu lar scale, a t  le a s t)  
cylindrical objects whose surfaces 
consist of hexagonal rings of 
carbon atoms like those on the 
buckyball. These look a bit like a 
rolled-up length of chicken wire,
and have diameters on the order 
of 5 nanometers. These, too, seem 
to be formed either as single-layer 
tubes or in a multilayer form—a 
series of tubes, each one enclosed 
in one a little larger. A substantial 
amount of effort has gone into 
learning about such structures 
and how th ey  form. O th er 
re sea rch  began  alm ost 
immediately into the properties 
and behavior of this new form of 
carbon. Because C60 is soluble in 
common organi c chemical 
so lv en ts , i t  could be 
studied under conditions 
not possible for graphite 
or diamond. Chemists 
began trying out their 
favorite reagents on it, to 
see whattheycouldleam, 
an d  v ario u s  o ther 
substances were grafted 
onto the surface of the 
ball. A given carbon atom 
can normally form bonds 
to as many as four other 
atoms a t a time, and the 
atoms in C60 are each 
attached only to three 
others. Thus there have 
been attem pts to add 
additional atoms to the 
structure. Notallofthese 
have m et with success, 
bu t it has been possible 
to add a fluorine atom to 
every carbon, generating 
som eth ing  th a t could 
perhaps be described as a 
submicroscopic teflon- 
coated ball bearing. That 
p roduct, though ,
decomposes readily, and 
it’s not clear th a t it has 
any practical use a t this 
point. There are more 
promising possibilities, though. 
Modified fullerenes have been 
g en e ra ted  th a t  have useful 
e lec trica l b eh av io rs , as 
semiconductors in some cases and 
as “superconductors” in others. 
It may be a while before you buy 
a fullerene-based battery for your 
laptop computer, but there are 
people talking about such things. 
O th er sc ien tis ts  have seen 
possibilities in C60, too. A group 
at the University of California at 
San Francisco saw it as just the
right size to fill a large open space 
in a protein associated with the 
HIV virus. Together with a 
chemist a t UC-Santa Barbara, 
they devised a modified C60 that 
is actually soluble in water, and 
showed th a t this substance would 
inhibit the action of that protein. 
In fact, this compound, and others 
designed in a similar way, show 
promise of someday becoming 
usefu l a n ti-v ira l  d rugs. A 
Japanese grouphas also reported 
th a t a water-soluble modified 
fullerene can be introduced into 
living cells, where it has no effect 
until exposed to light. Such light 
exposure caused it to kill the cell, 
probably by affecting the cell’s 
DNA. Such m ate ria ls  have 
potential application as an ti­
cancer drugs, for example, if they 
can be introduced into a cancer 
cell and then triggered to act. 
Although some observers think 
such biological or m edicinal 
applications offullerenesandnew 
compounds derived from them are 
a long shot, such recent reports 
make it seem equally likely that 
these may be among the first 
practical uses of these materials. 
Obviously the expense of these 
m aterials will slow development 
of products from them, but they 
do have novel electrical, optical, 
and chemical properties that may 
prove useful. T hat, plus the 
simple desire to know more about 
carbon in th ese  new forms, 
continues to fuel interest in the 
fullerenes. And the samples on 
my desk? Well, they are there 
because I find this a fascinating 
developm ent; because  they 
rem ind  me th a t  we need 
occasionally to question the things 
we take for granted; because they 
served to m otivate a half-day 
session  of la s t  su m m er’s 
Summerscience program for high 
school students; andbecause they 
are waiting for the second term of 
this year’s organic chem istry 
course, when I intend to invite 
proposals from class members for 
experiments th a t could be done 
on our sample—the students with 
the best proposal will take the 
sample to the lab and see what 
happens.
Who’s Going to Teach Them Science?
regarding steller evoloution, mass 
loss and its detection, and her 
own current research project. 
WATCH OUT! This talk  will 
assum e som e know ledge of 
physics (n o t n e c essa rily  
astronomy) — so only come if you 
have a large brain. Or come 
anyway, there’s no test afterword. 
She’s really smart: BA astronomy/ 
physics, Mt. Holyoke, 1971; MS 
in astronom y, U n iv ersity  of 
Hawaii, 1974; PhD in astronomy, 
University of Hawaii, 1977. Two 
years in  p o std o c to ra l 
appointm ent a t the H arvard- 
S m ithson ian  C e n te r for 
Astrophysics. M ember of the 
faculty in the D epartm ent of 
Astronomy a t Wellsley College, 
MA. Pronounced generally cool 
by me.
Shevum Sved
Science /Technology Editor
Billions of dollars are 
being spen t every year for 
teaching science to young peopl e. 
Good. Very good. This is one 
in v es tm en t of th e  US 
government th a t is certainly 
paying off. But behind this 
b u lw ark  of su p p o rt, the  
government is also playing with 
science. Doesn’t sound familiar? 
Take a look at this. The SSC, 
Superconducting Supercollider- 
an $11 billion, 83-km long 
p artic le  acce le ra to r-w as 
proposed a decade ago, to be 
builtinWaxahachie,Texas. The 
g igantic acce le ra to r would 
collide particles at energies a 
million times greater than th a t 
found in the Sun. It would
recreate the prim ordial 
conditions, enabling scientists to 
seek out answers to some of the 
most fundamental, yet intriguing, 
questions like “Why does matter 
have mass?”, “Why do so many 
fundamental particles exist?” or 
“How can we unify the laws of 
physics (in other words, make life 
easier!)?”. It would be the world’s 
largest machine, the magic pot of 
scientists. It was probably either 
because members of the House of 
Representatives are gullible and 
believed in the false report of 
mismanagement in the project, 
or because they simply failed to 
grasp the importance of it, that 
the governm ent decided  to 
dismantle the accelerator last 
October. The officials expressed 
their views on the issue with 
questions like “$11 billion for a
better u n d erstan d in g  of the 
Universe?” How unscientific. 
How naive. By the time the project 
was declared closed, $2 billion 
had already been used, a town of 
400 people brought down and 
hundreds of physicists, computer 
sc ie n tis ts , te c h n ic ia n s  and  
engineers gathered from all over 
the world. 20% of the work had 
been com p leted . Jerom e  
Friedman, a Noble Prize-winning 
physicist at MIT, said , “The 
scientific need for it was greater 
than ever. And to terminate it at 
this point is just a tragedy. It is 
an extremely sad day for sci ence.” 
However, it was a sad day not 
only for science but also for the 
government. Now that it has 
resolved to kill the project, the
Continued to Page 9
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This Time It W as Dr. Cook
by Shevum Sved
Science/Technology Editor
How many people keep 
track of what is going on in the 
different departments on this 
campus? Not many, I am quite 
sure. To find out what is being 
cooked in the P h ysics  
Department, The Lawrentian  
visited  with Professor David  
Cook. We were in for a big 
surprise!
No doubt about it-Lawrence 
is quite well known for its “Laser 
P a lace”. (In fact, as an 
international student, the first 
thing I looked for on campus was 
this lab.) In 1986, Professor John 
Brandenberger felt the need for 
“som ething new, som eth ing  
exciting  th a t could b rin g  
heightened vitality and visibility 
to the department”. Realizing 
th a t the laser was an interesting, 
and important, physical system 
th a t had at the time not yet 
claim ed its  p lace in  
u n d e rg rad u a te  physics, 
B randenberger se t ou t to 
establish a well-equipped laser 
lab a t Lawrence. Ideas and 
enthusiasm were abundant, but 
cash was not.
Because huge amounts of 
money would be needed, outside 
support was necessary , and 
grants were sought from several 
sources. Over a period of a couple 
of years, the Department was able 
to accumulate over $300,000 in 
g ran ts  from several sources, 
including the General Electric 
Foundation, the W. M. Keck 
Foundation, the National Science 
Foundation, the Pew Charitable 
Trust, the Sloan Foundation, and 
several manufacturers of laser 
equipment, principally Tektronix 
and Coherent. With this support, 
the departm ent conducted a pilot 
program th a t explored ways to 
incorporate both the study and 
th e  use of lasers in to  the 
u n d e rg ra d u a te  physics
curriculum  and, in addition, 
attracted national attention to 
Lawrence because atthe time very
Teach .
Continued from  Page 8 
government will have to let go of 
an extra $650 million to carry out 
the task of closing the center. Not 
only that. The US government’s 
hope to send more scientists to 
CERN’s Large Hadron Collider 
(LHC) experienced a heavy blow 
because of this decision. If more 
American professionals are to 
work a t LHC, the government 
has to contribute to the project’s 
funds but now European officials 
fear th a t “ the US government is 
constitu tionally  incapable of 
being a reliable partner.” Ju s t to 
make its position worse, Congress 
is still continuing to support the 
space station-a more expensive 
project-which even top scientists 
like Steven Weinberg ofU.Texas, 
Austin say has little scientific 
value (but can play a major
few undergraduate institutions 
in  the  country  were doing 
anything similar.
A year later, realizing that 
“an undergraduate physics major 
who graduates without sound 
knowledge of com putational 
approaches to problems in physics 
would be hand icap p ed  in 
subsequent work”, Cook set out 
to establish a well-equipped 
com putational labora to ry  a t 
Law. ence to support substantial 
curricular revisions designed to 
ensu re  th a t s tu d en ts  would 
become adept in using this new 
resource for a wide variety of 
purposes.
Again, substantial outside 
support was necessary. Over a 
period of a y ea r or so, the  
departm ent attracted  another 
$300,000, m ain ly  from th e  
National Science Foundation and 
the W. M. Keck Foundation, to 
c rea te  th e  L aw rence 
C om putational Physics
Laboratory (the CPL) and support 
a pilot project and sum m er 
curricular development. As with 
th e  lase r p ro jec t, th is  
computational project attracted 
national attention because the 
d ep a rtm en t was exploring  
curricular developments th a t 
many other institu tions were 
interested in bu t had not yet 
begun to introduce. In both cases, 
beyond enhancing the program 
for our own s tu d e n ts , th e  
departm ent was becoming a 
national leader in these types of 
curricular innovation.
Despite the substan tia l 
resources of the CPL, a senior in 
the class of 1992 who undertook 
an honors project in 3D fluid 
mechanics was prevented from 
going as far as desired by lack of 
resources, both for computation 
an d  for useful g raph ica l 
visualization. That project clearly 
pointed to the need for further 
development of the CPL in the 
direction of supercomputers and 
visualization. In the summer of
p o litica l role). W hat th ese  
Congressmen have to realize is 
that there has to be a borderline 
between science and politics. If 
the governm ent continues to 
make such blunders in the future, 
it will realize that not only is it 
scientifically weak but politically 
inefficient too. What we all need 
to understand is that physics, or 
any science for that matter, is 
about our lives and our 
surroundings. Scientists are 
spending years on theories and 
experiments to assure better life 
for human beings, not Martians 
or any other a lien  sp ec ies . 
America being a world power, this 
government has to understand 
that more than any one else. Ref: 
NEW SCIENTIST NOV 13 & 
NOV 30 1993
1992, Cook participated in an NSF 
workshop a t the San Diego 
Supercomputer Center (SDSC) 
and established contacts th a t 
have resulted in modest remote 
access to th e  SDSC 
supercom puter to su p p o rt 
com putationally  in ten s iv e  
studies. F urther, a gran t of 
$50,000 received last summer 
from the N ational Science 
Foundation has permitted the 
acquisition  of two S ilicon 
Graphics Indigo2 Extreme 3D 
workstations and a color printer. 
These additions permit very fast, 
thorough, easy g rap h ica l 
examination of volumes of data, 
particularly data brought back to 
Lawrence from supercomputer 
runs, and they support studies in 
numerous areas of physics, such 
as fluid dynamics, nonlinear 
dynam ics and  chaos, 
electromagnetic and gravitional 
wave p ropagation , m usical 
acoustics, and heat flow. Cook 
will devote a two-term sabbatical 
during  1994—95 to fu r th e r  
development of this potential.
At one point in our lively 
conversation, I asked Cook what 
changes he would recommend if 
he were g ra n te d  an e x tra  
$100,000 at that moment. He 
smiled broadly, because he knew 
I was expecting him to pause and 
think before answering. But no. 
Immediately he answered, “If 
someone came with a quarter of a 
million dollars, maybe even half 
a million, even then we would be 
ready with plans”. He went on to 
explain that Dr. Susanne Lee, 
who has joined the department 
this fall, needs to build her own 
research lab in materials science 
and solid state physics (her areas 
of in terest), th a t the present 
m achine shop is in  need of 
substantial upgrading to serve 
immediate and future needs of 
the department, that we need to 
be ready to underwrite major 
expenses in se ttin g  up the 
research lab of a new faculty
member who will be hired to 
replace Professor Brackenridge 
when he retires in a couple of 
years, and that the departm ent 
needs to anticipate replacing the 
original 10 workstations (now 
close to obsolete). If the critical 
need for space-not only for physics 
but for many other departments- 
is met, Cook could easily spend 
many millions of dollars.
Why all this hassle? Why 
can ’t  the  p rofessors keep 
themselves busy teaching classes, 
checking papers, and (once in a 
while) doing some research? 
Cook answered all hese questions 
in one sentence: “You are visiting 
in a d ep a rtm en t th a t  se ts  
ambitious goals for itself and for 
its students, that prefers to “think 
big”. He explained th a t it is 
imperative for a departm ent to 
remain active, to aim at the future, 
both to attract good students and 
able faculty members now and to 
a ssu re  our co n tin u in g  
attractiveness for students and 
faculty into the indefinite future. 
The vital, active nature of the 
Physics Department in the past 
decade was ce rta in ly  
in strum en tal in helping the 
Departm ent a ttrac t Lee, who 
brings an excitingnew dimension 
in physics to the departmental 
program, and it helps open doors 
for su b stan tia l in d ep en d en t 
studies in many areas, producing 
more highly qualified graduates 
with brighter futures.
“O ther in s titu tio n s  are 
watching what Lawrence is doing; 
some may be trying to emulate 
us”, said Cook at the end. “In 
those areas we have chosen as 
spec ia lties, we seek to lead 
nationally. More broadly, we seek 
to become one of the best small 
physics d ep a rtm en ts  in  the 
country, and our progress towards 
that goal in the past decade has 
been substantial.”
Good luck to you, Dr. Cook, 
and to everyone in the Physics 
Department!
Calling 
all 
professors, 
students, 
and staff 
members!
If you are 
interested in 
contributing 
to this 
section, 
contact 
Sheyum at 
*7558 . .
You don’t 
have to be a 
scientist in 
order to 
write on 
scientific 
topics!
I f  you expand an atom  to the size o f  a  
stadium  its nucleus w ould only he the size  
o f  an apple.
/ /
Take some of that 
money you got for 
Christmas and go 
get your hair fixed!
Christmas break is over. The eggnog's 
all gone. And you had so much fun 
you didn't have time to fix your hair.
You won't have to spend all your 
Christmas cash. D'Moraux Salon is 
offering L.U. students 20% off any 
service. Cuts, color, trims, even 
perms. Just bring your student I.D. 
down to D'Moraux Salon.
Bring two friends along for any 
service and we'll give you an 
additional 5% discount!
SECOND FLOOR. AVENUE MALL 
DOWNTOWN APPLETON 73CW131
10 Sports T h e  L a w r en tia n
Swimmers Split With Lake Forest
photo bv  Roaei S. Duncar
LU diver Rob Smart executes one of his 3-meter dives 
en route to his first place finish.
Klotz Place
by Adam Newman
Sports Reporter
<
The Lawrence wrestling team fi- \ 
nally started its intraconference sched- \ 
ule this term, bu t the first two tourna­
ments did not produce the expected re- jj 
suits. A loss in numbers and instability :j 
among the weight classes have left LU \ 
without one first-place finish. Oneposi- jj 
tive aspect from this year still shines jj 
through and through, Freshm an Gra- \ 
ham Kuhn.
Kuhn took advantage of his holi- jj 
day break to explode into the second jj 
half of his season. He has successfully jj 
reached the semifinals round in the past jj 
two weekends. Teammate Dave Mufioz jj 
spoke of Kuhn’s takedown ability, stat- jj 
ing that he has great speed. But, unfor- j: 
tunately, a few close matches and some ij 
judgement errors have kept him out of jj 
the finals.
Overall, the team ’s senior cap- \ 
tains, Mufioz and Chris Klotz, have both ij 
placed all season long, and this term  has ij 
j: not been different. At the H arper Invi* ij 
j tational, they both took second place. A ij 
ij week later, on Ja n u a ry  15 a t  the ji 
jj M aranatha Invitational, Munoz took jj 
| fourth and Klotz placed fifth. Munoz’s j 
jj difficulties have come, this term, mainly j 
ij from one opponent from Harper Col- j 
ij lege. L uckily , H a rp e r  is  n o t in  j; 
ji Lawrence’s conference. B ut Klotz’s \ 
|  losses have come from various wres- ij 
ij tiers. His main dilemma centers around j 
ji his weight. He hopes to be able to find j 
\ an equilibrium wieght.
A final note: Jeff Kolasinski got
j his first two wins as a freshman this ij 
I year.
LU to Host State Private Invitational Saturday
Skaters Get 2nd Win; Lose at St. Norbert
bv Mike Spofford
Co-Sports Editor
The Viking hockey team, looking 
to rebound from a rough 1-7 first term 
record, began winter term with an impres­
sive 11-1 home victory over MSOE before 
suffering two losses on the road against 
long-time nemesis St. Norbert.
The M.S.O.E. contest began very 
closely, as LU had a scant 2-1 lead after 
one period. But the Vikes scored five times 
in the second period and four more in the 
third to bury their visitors. Sophomore 
captain Joe Huntzicker had a hat trick for 
LU while senior Patrick Conlan added two 
goals. Sophomore goalie Phil Rozak picked 
up his second win of the season, playing 
the first two and one-half periods before
being relieved by freshman M att Magolan. 
The two goalies combined for 25 saves.
This past weekend, the Vikings 
were defeated by St. Norbert by scores of 8- 
1 and 7-1, and in each game it was one poor 
period for LU that cost them.
In Friday’s contest, Lawrence took 
a 1-0 lead on a goal by freshman Andrew 
Pattison in the final minute of the first 
period, but the Green Knights countered 
with a power-play goal in the first minute 
. of period two to tie the score. St. Norbert 
then jumped on top with a goal in the final 
minute ofthe second session, and the game 
went into the final period at 2-1. But six 
unanswered goals by the host Knights put 
the game away, as St. Norbert was able to 
use their depth to wear down the outnum­
bered Vikings. Magolan had 34 saves in
goal for LU.
In Saturday’s game, the first pe­
riod was the rough one for LU, as St. 
Norbert scored four goals and cruised to a 
7-1 win. Magolan had 33 saves in this one, 
and the Vikes lone goal w«s scored bv 
freshman Tim Vollbrecht in the second 
period.
For the season, Huntzicker leads 
the team in scoring with 12 points (nine 
goals, three assists), followed closely by 
Conlan with 11 points (three goals, eight 
assists).
Lawrence takes its 2-9 record back 
out on the home ice this Saturday against 
M arian College at 8pm (Tri-County Ice 
Arena). Friday night the Vikes will take 
on a men's club team at Eagle River.
by Cqmewn Mowbray
Sports Reporter
On Saturday, January 15, 
the Lawrence women’s swim team 
improved their record to 6-1 with 
amajor 119-106 victory over Lake 
Forest. Lake Forest finished sec­
ond at conference last year, di­
rectly ahead of Lawrence.
T h ird -y ea r coach K urt 
Kirner said that Saturday’s vic­
tory was his biggest since being 
here. “This gives us the upper 
hand [over Lake Forest] for con­
ference this year,” he added.
A big part of the victory is 
thanks to Tara Girmscheid who 
won the 1-meter and 3-meter div­
ing competitions uncontested to 
bring home 18ofL.U.’s 119 points. 
Other event winners included the 
400 Medley Relay team, Becky 
W agenaar in  th e  50 Free, 
Meredith Lasonde in the 100 Free, 
Maggie Phillips in the 500 Free, 
and the 400 Free Relay team.
The small, bu t talented,
Lawrence men’s team  swam well 
despite losing 120-105 to the de­
fending conference champion 
Lake Forest team. The L.U. men’s 
record now stands a t 4-2. Event 
winners for the men include Steve 
Skelcy in the 1000 Free and 500 
Free, Paul Nickel in the 200 Free, 
RobSmartin 1-meter and3-meter 
diving, and the 400 Free Relay 
team.
On January  8, both the men 
and the women walked away with 
victories in a double dual meet 
against Carthage and North Cen­
tral. The women routed Carthage 
73-21 and North Central 66-29. 
The men defeated Carthage 71- 
24 and North Central 48-46. The 
men’s North Central duel was 
actually won before the last event, 
and was not as close as the score 
indicates.
In unreported action from 
first term, the Lawrence women 
finished second and the men 
fourth a t the Gene Davis Invite
Freshman forward Tim Vollbrecht works the puck behind the MSOE net
Dhptobv Roaei S. Duncan
on December 3 and 4.
Also, on the team ’s Florida 
tra in ing  trip  over break, the 
women defeated William and 
Smith College 111-37. On the 
same trip, the men, who were 
forced by NCAA rules to compete, 
won their m eet although it was 
vitrually nothing but a timed prac­
tice. Coach Kirner called the trip 
“good as a team building experi­
ence.” The only drawback to the 
trip  was th a t Florida was unsea­
sonably cold over Christmas.
On Saturday, January 22, 
Lawrence hosts the State Private 
Invitational in the Rec. Center 
beginning a t 12:00. Teams visit­
ing LU for the meet include Beloit, 
Ripon, Carroll, Carthage, and 
M arquette.
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Men's Club 
Volleyball Home 
Game 
Saturday 7:30 pm  
Alexander Gym 
vs. Wisconsin 
Lutheran 
(A full update on the 
m en's club team  will be 
printed in our next issue.)
A Wanted 
Award??
One ofthe most infamous 
plays ofthe 1993 Lawrence foot­
ball season, if not in LU foot­
ball hiBtory, is receiving na­
tional recognition. ESPN has 
nominated Bploit's punt return 
for a  touchdown against LU 
(d u rin g  w hich LU p layers 
looked to down the ball when 
surprisingly a  Beloit player 
snatched the ball and raced the 
length of the field) for its an­
nual ESPN-College Football 
Play o f the Year Award. Fans 
can call in to cast their votes, 
and  the  results will be an ­
nounced later this month.
.w»www»v^
W om en's Basketball Beats Carroll Come out of the cold. ..
Proctor doesn’t seem to be 
worried, chalking the poor field 
goal percentage up to youth and 
cold shooting. “We have good 
shooters,” commented Proctor, 
“they just have to realize they are 
good.” She added that, “it’s just 
going to take a game of shooting 
well to get over it.”
Even through all the cold 
shooting, Lawrence has been able 
to compile a 2-1 conference record 
(2-7 overall), with a big 69-62 win 
over Carroll. In the win, sopho­
more Alisa Haase burned the nets 
for 24 points and snatched 10 
boards while freshm an point 
guard Molly Lieberman assisted 
with 22 points.
U nfo rtu n ate ly , both of 
these players have been ham ­
pered by injuries. Although 
Haase is essentially back from a 
s tra in e d  A chilles tendon , < 
Lieberman is just beginning to | 
recover from a stress fracture. 
She will try to play in upcoming 
games, but could be out for as 
long as two weeks. Proctor again 
didn’t seem concerned, saying 
that others can step in to fill in­
jury gaps because the team relies 
so much on balance.
Over the break the Vikes 
lost two close gam es, 72-70 
against Berea and 66-61 against 
Centre College of Kentucky. In 
the Berea game Haase scored 19 
and hauled in 12 rebounds and 
Jackie Huss added 16 points. 
Lieberman led LU with 18 points 
against Centre College.
Lawrence now comes offtwo 
straight non-conference losses, 
67-50 versus UW-Whitewater and 
57-50 ag a in s t W isconsin 
Lutheran, to play eight straight 
conference games. “Now the fun 
sta rts ,” said Proctor, “we’re play­
ing for something now.”
Com m unity Bio-Resources can 
help you get involved in  a life 
saving program, by becom ing a 
plasm a donor.
For more 
inform ation or 
an appoinm ent, 
call 722-4272.
Bring in  th is 
ad for a $10  
bonus on  
your first 
v isit.
Donate Plasma and Feel Warm
Upcoming Home Sports Events
Swimming: State Private Invitational, 
Saturday, Jan. 22, noon. 
UW-Whltewater Friday, Jan. 28, 5 pm
Hockey: Marian College, Saturday, Jan. 22,
8 pm
Women’s Basketball: Illinois College, 
Friday, Jan. 2 1 , 7  pm 
Knox College, Saturday, Jan. 22, 
1:30 pm  
M en ’s B asketball: Carroll College, 
Wednesday, Jan. 26, 7:30pm  
Cprnell College Saturday, Jan, 29, 3 pm  
Monmouth College Sunday, Jan. 30, 
1:30 pm
by Josh Blakely
Sports Editor r. . . j
Shooting. That is the key 
word for LU women’s basketball 
coach Amy Proctor. So far this 
season the team has shot over 
fifty percent once and forty per­
cent once in its first nine games. 
The team  field goal percentage
over that period is 34.8%, seven 
percentage points below its oppo­
sition. However, except for two 
non-conference games against 
tough  s ta te  schools UW- 
W hitewater and UW-Platteville 
the Lawrence squad has been 
close in every game right up to 
the final minutes.
Injuries Strike Men's
bv Josh Blakely
Sports Editor
To begin this men’s basket­
ball season coach Mike Gallus 
just wanted things to go smoothly 
after losing three important se­
niors. Unfortunately, fate hasn’t 
co-operated with the coach’s de­
sires. After a promising trip over 
C h ris tm as break which saw 
Lawrence play tough but lose 80- 
64 to Webster then come back to 
win convincingly over Parks Uni­
versity of St. Louis 73-61, a plague 
of injuries h it the team.
Two of the three high scor­
ers for LU in the Parks game then 
went down to start second term 
action. Sophomore point gaurd 
Nate Flynn who had 18 points 
came down with mononucleosis 
and missed the first two games 
after the  Christm as trip  and 
sophomore Kyle Raabe hyperex­
tended his elbow in the first game 
of the second term, a 75-60 loss to 
MSOE, although he has contin­
ued to play.
In addition to these prob­
lems, backup point guard Joe 
DiGiorgio quit the team for per­
sonal reasons, shooting guard 
Andrew Lodes aggravated a nag­
ging ham string injury and might 
be out for one or two weeks or the
whole season, and finally sopho­
more Jeff Kinzinger left the team 
with a foot injury which he sus­
tained playing football and which 
made it difficult for him to even 
walk when he got up in the morn­
ings.
After an 87-67 loss to Lake­
land, Flynn returned to the lineup 
for conference action against 
Beloit. He scored 15 points while 
not quite being at full strength. 
Forward Pat Juckem also threw 
in 15 as did designated bomber 
Nolan Nelson. Raabe added 13 to 
give the Vikes a balanced attack 
in which four players scored in 
double digits. Freshman center 
Mike Trygestaad started his first 
game, adding nine points and 
tearing down 10 rebounds. Un­
fortunately, in what was one of 
Lawrence’s best offensive efforts 
of the season, the Vikes came up 
short 108-79.
Gallus hopes for more of­
fense like that and a little stabil­
ity, saying that, “as long as we 
don’t  get frustrated we will sur­
prise someone somewhere along 
the way.”
The Vikings also hope to 
get a boost from two new players 
Ben Moudry and Sylvain White. 
Moudry is a freshman guard who 
wanted to play right away but
Alisa Haase takes it strong to the hoop.
Basketball Team
had a nagging foot injury and at press time, 
w an ted  to 
get on his 
fee t  aca ­
d em ica lly .
He should  
help out in 
a decimated 
guard core.
W hite is a 
t r a n s f e r  
from France 
who is a 
leaper and 
has shown a 
good shoot­
ing touch so 
far, hitting 
all three of 
h is field 
goals and 
all th re e  
free throws.
White gives 
more depth 
to th e  for­
ward spot.
T h e  
re s u lts  of 
T u e s a y 's  
g a m e  
a g a i n s t  
Northland 
B a p t i s t  
were u n ­
av a ilab le
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Sinfonia Update
Continued from  Page 5 
speaker Leon Botstein is giving a 
Conservatory Convocation en­
titled Rethinking Dvorak with the 
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra 
at 8 pm on Wednesday, Decem­
ber 1; following that, there will be 
a reception, and the GZ chapter 
will be at the reception to help in 
any way needed.
We’ve already begun to plan 
this school year’s American Mu­
sic Recital-, it will be Thursday, 
January 20. A sign-up sheet is 
posted on the student message 
board in the conservatory.
The GZ chapter is again in 
charge of the Jazz Stage at Cel­
ebrate!. This year’s Celebrate! 
will be Saturday, May 8. We are 
in the process of booking artists 
for the main time slot; a sheet for 
suggestions is posted on the stu­
dent message board in the con­
servatory.
There will be other speak­
ers and events sponsored by FM A 
as the year continues; we strive to 
ensure music’s vitality both on 
campus and in the community. 
Term II has already seen the 
Sinfonia-sponsored showing of 
Mo' Better Blues on Saturday, 
January 15 and a raffle for two 
fourth-row seats at the Marilyn 
Horne concert.
Please feel free to call Je r­
emy Satchell (x7859), president
of the Gamma Zeta chapter, with 
any questions. Other members of 
the chapter include M atthew 
A rau , P e te  M arten s, Dale 
Weiman, Andrew Birlfng, Jeremy 
Hutchins, Scott Van Domelen, 
Ryan Schultz, Paul Westgate, 
Andrew Peik, Steve Mann, David 
W aller, C hris M ueller, Kent 
Paulsen, and Gordon Martinez.
Orchestra to 
Perform Jan. 30
The Lawrence Symphony 
Orchestra, under the direction of 
a s s is tan t professor of music 
Bridget-Michaele Reischl, will 
present a concert Sunday, Jan u ­
ary 30 at 3 pm in the Lawrence 
Memorial Chapel. A concert pre­
view will be given by Professor 
Reischl a t 2:30 pm in Harper Hall 
ofthe Music-Drama Center. Both 
the concert and the preview are 
fee and open to the public.
Works to be performed in­
clude Scheherazade, op. 35 by 
Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov, and On 
the Steppes o f Central Asia by 
Alexander Borodin.
Reischl, a graduate of the 
Eastm an School of Music, Bowl­
ing Green S tate University, and 
the H artt School of Music, taught 
previously at the Oberlin College 
Conservatory of Music in Ohio. 
With Oberlin’s Mozart Chamber 
Orchestra, she traveled to New
York City and conducted a t Lin­
coln Center to great acclaim. Her 
numerous awards include the 
Karl Bohm Conducting Fellow­
ship from the H artt School of 
Music and first place in the Karl 
Bohm International Conducting 
Competition. She was recently 
one of six conducting fellows cho­
sen to study a t Tanglewood, a 
nine-week program held over the 
summer in Massachusetts. Her 
teachers th ere  included Seiji 
Ozawa, Roger Norrington, and 
Simon Rattle.
Oxfam Results
On November 29, 1993, 
Lawrence students participated 
in th e  20 th  an n u a l Oxfam 
America Fast for a World H ar­
vest. The event was organized on 
this campus by Mortar Board. 
Mortar Board is a senior honor 
and service society which has co­
ordinated th is fund-raiser for 
many years. This year’s fast was 
a huge success. Mortar Board 
wishes to thank all those stu ­
dents who participated. In all, 
535 meals were skipped amount­
ing to $1,791.95 in donation to 
Oxfam America. The generosity 
of those students is to be com­
mended. This year’s fast is just 
one more example of how the con­
tributions of many individuals can 
make a substantial difference.
Student at UW-Platteville 
looking to live and work in 
Appleton this summer. Would 
like to sublease an apartm ent 
from mid-May to end of August, 
preferably without a roommate. 
Call Jake Chaitkin at (608) 342- 
3333.
SPRING BREAK pack­
ages. PROMOTE on campus or 
SIGN UP now for rooms. $129 
up. Daytona, Panama, Padre. 
Call CMI (800) 423-5264.
Mr. E l io t ,  how can th is  
be? Th is issue o f the 
paper is  out and I  
h a ve n 't heard any 
com pla in ts from you! 
Miss ya ' - The E d ito r
On The Avenue
RSTTC-----------
Appleton, Wl 54911
im
Phone 734-8793
f  -(jive  tfu  Q ift o f L ife
Becom e our egg  donor.
W e're lo o k in g  fo r 
a  sp e c ia l young  w om an  
w ho m a y  b e  a b le  to p ro v id e  
us w ith  a  precious ch ild , as 
w e a re  un a b le  to have  our 
ow n. If you 're  hea lthy, aged  
18-35. you m a y  b e  th a t 
specia l person we're lo o k in g  
for. This cou ld  be  
the m ost im p o rta n t th in g  
you e ve r do. C om pensation  
is v e ry  generous.
For co n fid e n tia l in fo rm ation , 
p lease  v iite :
Project B 8c B 
P.O. Box 20107 
Bloomington. MN 55420-0107
NOTE: A ll inquiries must be 
received b y  January 24. 1994.
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
--Cutting and Styling—
With or Without Appointment 
Open Monday-Friday 
Also Monday and Thursday Evening 
Across from the Avenue Mall 
103 W. College Avenue . . .  734-6300 
ONLY FOUR BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS!
LOST -N-FOUND
II you've lost mittens, 
gloves, scarves, books, 
wallets, jewelry, 
glasses, or umbrellas, 
check at the Info Desk 
in the Union ASAP.
Buy a Macintosh now and you can 
organize your time, straighten out your 
finances or go completely ballistic.
Macintosh LC520 5/80, 
internal AppleCDT“  }00i CD-ROM Drive, 
Apple Keyboard II  and mouse
Only $1,673.00
Macintosh LC 475 4/80 
Apple Color Plus 14" Display, 
Apple Keyboard II  and mouse
Only $1,280.00
Apple PowerBook 145B 4/80.
Only $1,264.00
Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal. Now, when you buy any give you the kinds of programs you need most. Programs to organize 
select Macintosh’ or PowerBook' computer, you’ll also receive seven your time and money. And some programs just for fun. So, why buy
software programs. It’s all included in one low price. And the software an Apple’ computer? It does more. It costs less. It’s that simple. 0 
package alone has a combined SRP value of $596. It was designed to w
Find ordering information outside Youngchild 65A 
To order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products and financing,
CALL 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40.
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